
DISCOVERY

All our programs are available in English, German and French – except our 360° GEO series available in 12 languages.
Italian, (neutral) Spanish, Portuguese and Polish versions are also available.

For more booking details, contact your flight attendant Audrey KAMGA (a-kamga@artefrance.fr).

A P E X  2 0 1 7  -  L I N E  U P

WORLD MEDICINE 40x26’ NEW EPS 

A world tour, among majestic 

landscapes, of ancestral medicinal 

practices, with Bernard Fontanille, an 

emergency doctor used to working in 

difficult conditions.

THE WARNING: HOW US AND RUSSIAN 
SECRETS SERVICES COLLABORATED 
ON CLIMATE CHANGES 52’ 

In the 90’s, USA and Russia joined forces 

and secretly monitored the evolution 

of the world’s climate for geostrategic, 

economic and military purposes. 

THE HISTORY OF ROMA PEOPLE 52’ 

This straight-talking investigation travels 

to all 4 corners of Europe, from East to 

West, in search of the answers, in a bid to 

understand the phenomenon of “Roma 

problem”, to discover the reality behind 

the clichés.

DEATHS ON CREDIT 52’ 

An investigative documentary that 

examines the alarming and inexorable 

rise of household over-indebtedness 

throughout Europe, and the battle 

against this economic, social and human 

scourge.

CHINA’S CONQUEST OF THE WEST 52’ 

China’s New Silk Roads project is one of 

President Xi Jinping’s grandest designs 

- perhaps even the grandest - a vast 

plan to create land and sea trade routes 

across the whole of Eurasia, stretching 

right into Europe. 

SCHOOL REVOLUTION 52’ 

After World War I, educationalists 

believed that a world without violence 

was possible. Figures like Maria 

Montessori or Célestin Freinet profoundly 

changed ideas on education, through a 

child-centred approach to teaching.

GREEK MYTHS 20x26’ 

Tales of love, sex, power, betrayal, 

heinous crimes, unbearable separations, 

atrocious revenge, and metamorphoses 

- the poetic force of the myths has 

crossed the centuries.

MEETING SNOWDEN 52’ 

Edward Snowden secretly meets Birgitta 

Jonsdottir and Larry Lessig, spearheads 

of a global freedom and civil rights 

movement. Together they brainstorm 

about the future of democracy.  

ART TRAFFICKING -   
A GRAY MARKET 52’ 

Estimated at 7 billion Euros a year, the 

traffic of art is the third largest traffic 

activity in the world, after drugs and 

weapons. 

THE SILK ROAD AND   
OTHER MARVELS 15x26’ 

Discover the mythical network of trade 

routes that linked the Far East to the 

West for centuries. From Bursa in Turkey, 

to Xi’an in China, Alfred guides us along 

the way to discover its history.

360° GEO REPORTS 256x52’ NEW EPS 

This multiple award-winning series is one 

of the most enterprising productions 

of its kind. From sapphire mines in 

Madagascar, to a small Russian village on 

the Arctic Circle. See the world through 

different eyes! 

CRIMES THAT MADE HISTORY 10x26’ 

Some mysteries have become 

sensational news stories and their 

memories are now part of our popular 

culture. From Jack the Ripper to Roswell 

and Lady Di, each episode revisits a page 

of our shared history.

1917, THE MAKING OF   
THE REVOLUTION 52’ 

Through exclusive archives and 

beautiful animation, Stan Neumann 

will immerse us into the day by day 

events, from February to October 1917. 

•ANNIVERSARY•

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION  
THROUGH ITS FILMS 52’   

This documentary relates the Russian 

Revolution through images from Soviet  

fiction films from the period 1918 -1934, 

and the life stories of their directors. 

•ANNIVERSARY•

THE BIRTH OF PRINTING 52’ 

In the heart of 15th century medieval 

Europe, one man gave birth to an 

incredible invention that changed the 

course of human history: printing.

Discover Gutenberg’ story!

HISTORY

INVESTIGATION

NO GODS NO MASTERS -   
THE STORY OF ANARCHISM 3x52’ 

By going back over the key events of 

the last 2 centuries of social history, the 

series reveals, the origins and destiny of 

a political trend that is at the origin of all 

social movements for over 150 years. 



GASTRONOMY

SCIENCE ART & CULTURE

LITERATURE

POP CULTURE

CINEMA

SARAH WIENER 30x26’ & 65x43’     

NEW EPS 

A new chapter in Sarah Wiener’s culinary 

adventures, this time: specific diets! Our 

vivacious Austrian chef will spend a week 

with fishermen, winegrowers, soldiers, 

wrestlers and monks!

DESIGN 37x26’ 

The DESIGN collection tells the story of 

the 20th century through the industrial 

objects that have made their mark on it.

INSECTS TO THE RESCUE 52’ 

Today biopesticides are our best hope 

of a pesticide-free agriculture that is so 

harmful to man and the environment. 

But is the technique risk-free for the 

environment? 

ARCHITECTURES 68x26’ NEW EPS 

A landmark and award-winning 

collection on the most remarkable 

achievements in modern architecture, 

from the works that heralded the birth of 

the modern style to the latest designs by 

today’s top architects. 

COW FACTORY 52’ 

How would you like your Cow? Plump? 

Hornless? Producing lactose-reduced or 

insulin-enriched milk? Since when have 

we been manufacturing cows the same 

way we manufacture sneakers? And to 

which end?

HORS D’OEUVRE 31x26’ NEW EPS 

Beginning with a famous masterpiece, 

Historians, Art Historians and Historians 

of Food take us on a journey through 

Food History and Art. 31 Artists - 31 

Masterpieces - 31 Chefs... in 31 episodes.

CITIZEN LOEWY - HOW A FRENCHMAN 
DESIGNED THE AMERICAN DREAM 52’ 

Who was Raymond Loewy? A designer 

with the golden touch - such a genius 

that he could cross the US by air, rail, or 

road, stylishly seated in a plane, train, or 

automobile he’d designed himself!

SECRETS OF THE LOUVRE 52’ 

Through CGI, animation and archives, 

discover the incredibly tumultuous 

history of the Louvre over 8 centuries, 

from fortress, palace to a Museum. Told 

by the world’s leading experts. 

SMART SECRETS OF   
GREAT PAINTINGS 20x26’ NEW EPS 

This collection explores history of art in 

a totally new way. Each film is a journey. 

The painting comes to life, as animation 

overrides the limits of the frame, taking 

us to the heart of the canvass.

BECOMING CARY GRANT 52’ 

For the first time one of Hollywood’s 

greatest stars tells his own story with his 

own words.    

AIRED ON SHOWTIME

HOW CHAPLIN BECAME THE TRAMP 

52’ 

How did a street child, born in one of the 

most underprivileged districts of London, 

become the most famous man in the 

world in the space of a few years?

MASTROIANNI, THE IDEAL ITALIAN 52’ 

Through the portrait of the most famous 

Italian actor, we try to solve the mystery 

of this indefinable and enchanting « 

Italian-style ».

VADIM, MISTER COOL 52’ 

The global success of the 1956 film AND 

GOD CREATED WOMAN catapulted its 

director, Roger Vadim, into stardom. For 

a generation that had been through the 

horrors of war, his hedonistic attitude 

was the acme of cool.

WAJDA BY WAJDA 52’ 

The filmmaker offers a unique 

perspective on his work and provides us 

with the keys to understanding it, shortly 

before his death, on October 9th, 2016.

ANIMALS IN FOCUS 15x26’ 

The incredible adventures of two wildlife 

photographers, Marie and Guillaume, 

who capture wildlife on camera all ever 

the world, in the company of their two 

year old daughter Muse.

FOOD MARKETS 15x52’ NEW EPS 

They are the heart of the city and nourish 

a great part of their population. We all 

know what a food market is. But what 

do we know about how a food market 

actually works? 

WIND QUEST 20x52’ NEW EPS 

Arthur de Kersauson, a young city-

dweller and Antoine Auriol, World 

Champion in the Kiteboard Pro World 

Tour, set out in search of the winds of 

the world, collecting facts, fiction and 

amusing anecdotes. 

AMAZING GARDENS 40x26’ NEW EPS 

An original look at contemporary 

gardens focusing on examples of the 

most recent landscaping. Learn from 

those who find innovative solutions that 

provide poetic breathing spaces in an 

increasingly urbanized world. 

IN SEARCH OF SECRET  
SPLENDOURS 35x26’ 

Follow historian and anthropologist 

Philippe Charlier to discover incredible 

sites across the world that reveal man’s 

history, ancient tradition and mythical 

places.

CIRCUS WORLD TOUR 20x26’ NEW EPS 

Sarah Schwartz has been travelling 

the world, from big top to big top, for 

over 20 years. She invites us behind the 

scenes of the circus dream, revealing its 

highly singular world.

RODIN: DIVINO#INFERNO 52’ 

Through the thrilling story of this door’s 

creation “The Gate of Hell”, visual artist, 

photographer and filmmaker Bruno 

Aveillan draws a fascinating portrait of 

the sculptor’s unrivaled esthetic quality. 

•ANNIVERSARY•

RODIN IN HIS TIME 52’ 

Rodin’s destiny is both singular and 

closely context related. Fed by a public 

and private correspondence, this film 

will draw the strands of his life and 

reminds the background when required.  

•ANNIVERSARY•

VILLA MEDICI, 350 YEARS OF LOVE 
FOR THE ARTS 52’ 

Balthus, Fragonard, Berlioz and Debussy 

all stayed there. The Villa, which houses 

the French Academy in Rome founded 

350 years ago, reveals its history 

alongside that of its residents.

CHINA, ONE MILLION ARTISTS 52’ 

Since 2012, China has been the world 

number one in art sales. Who are these 

artists? Although 2 artists – Basquiat and 

Koons - constitute 50% of the American 

market, China has 47 artists in the top 

100.

THE WORLDS OF PHILIP K. DICK 52’ 

The films Blade Runner, MINORITY 

REPORT and TOTAL RECALL were 

adapted from his novels. Many of the 

futuristic worlds he created are now 

reality.

ABDERRAHMANE SISSAKO, DIRECTOR 
AND CITIZEN OF THE WORLD 52’ 

The film takes us into the intimate world 

of the director, through 3 key locations of 

his life where he meets up with 3 friends. 

BUSTER KEATON, THE GENIUS 
DESTROYED BY HOLLYWOOD 52’ 

How, in the space of a few years, did 

Buster Keaton, the uncontested genius of 

silent films, go from the status of being 

a widely-worshipped star to an alcoholic 

and solitary fallen idol? 

TARZAN, THE STORY   
BEHIND THE LEGEND 52’ 

Tarzan is one of the most striking literary, 

artistic and cinematographic creations of 

the last hundred years. This key character 

of popular culture, known all over the 

world, has become a myth. 

EUROVISIONS 52’ 

The annual ritual of the Eurovision Song 

Contest has held audiences spellbound 

for decades. Why such an enduring 

fascination for the longest-running music 

competition on TV?

VHS REVOLUTION 52’ 

At a time when tributes to it are on the 

rise – the Yale University library has just 

opened a VHS department – this is the 

history of the VHS, a globalised medium.

SUCH A FAN 52’ 

Acting as creators, marketing tools for 

their stars, or lifestyle initiators, fans 

are not “hysterical” individuals to be 

ridiculed. They are major players in the 

world of pop culture!

BARBRA STREISAND, BECOMING  
AN ICON 52’ 

This documentary charts Streisand’s 

extraordinary rise from “funny girl” to 

first female mega-star who influenced 

generations of female performers.

BLACK IS THE COLOR 52’ 

Faced with racist caricatures, African-

American painters decided to present 

a different image of their community 

than the one imposed by the degrading 

stereotypes of a brutally racist society.

SERGUEI SHCHUKIN, TALE OF AN ART 
COLLECTOR 52’ 

The story of an incredible collection of 

modern art, amassed in the early 20th 

century, in Moscow, by a textiles trader 

who discovered so many masters like 

Picasso or Matisse.

AGATHA CHRISTIE VS  
HERCULE POIROT 52’ 

“Who killed Roger Ackroyd” is a 

deconstruction of one of the most 

famous Agatha Christie’s novel as well as 

an original portrait of a cult writer, whose 

life still retains a part of mystery today. 

AHARON APPELFELD 52’ 

An elderly man is working tirelessly 

to revive the Jewish world lost in the 

Holocaust. His name is Aharon Appelfeld, 

and became one of the greatest Jewish 

writers of our time. He is the latest Israeli 

writer witnessed the Holocaust.

ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY 52’ 

An aviation pioneer and an airmail carrier 

hero, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry rose 

to world fame with “The Little Prince”, 

which continues to be one of the best-

selling books in the world.

HAPPINESS IS ON THE PLATE 25x26’ 

NEW EPS     

A tasty series blending travel, cooking, 

nature and civic sense, following the 

daily work of 25 “green” chefs fighting 

for eco-friendly cooking.

LET’S DANCE! 6x52’ NEW EPS 

Between eclectism and accessibility, this 

series traces the outline of an original 

history of dance in the 20th century, 

striving to show how it is rooted in 

society.

GEOLINO 50x13’ NEW EPS 

The perfect documentary series for 

inquisitive boys and girls aged 5 to 16 

years. Like her big sister 360° GEO 

Reports, GEOlino portrays the daily 

lives of outstanding children and tells 

fascinating animal stories. 



FASHION

SHORTS

FILLERS

SPECIALS

360° & VR

Your Flight Attendant :
Audrey KAMGA

a-kamga@artefrance.fr

CHAPLIN MUTUAL COMEDIES: THE 
ULTIMATE RESTORATION 12x25’ 

These 12 comedies shot between 1916 

and 1917 are a fireworks of humor, 

invention and fun, maybe what Chaplin 

has done best in his entire career.

BBOYS 9x7’ 

40 years after it first appeared in the 

Bronx block-party scene, this is the epic 

story of breaking, as told by its biggest 

stars. With MR. FREEZE, DOZE GREEN 

Rock Steady Crew… and more.

MAJESTIC MOUNTAINS OF MARBLE OF 
MICHELANGELO 5’10 

The Apuan Alps in thye north-west of 

Tuscany accomodate one of the largest 

marble deposits in the world.

+-5 METERS FROM THE OCEAN 
SURFACE 5x2’ 

Scuba diving in 360°. Dive with the 

photographer Joe Bunni and experience 

the underwater world in 5 episodes.

LIFE TO COME 12’40 

Let’s live reality out of the perspective 

of a baby newborn! The emotions of 

the parents, the work of the caring staff 

is played by actors based on the last 

scientific studies.

PRODUCT 10x3’ 

How far does a prawn travel before 

ending up in a supermarket? PROCUCT 

aims to decode a globalised industry 

in which the end products mask the 

realities of their manufacture.

CHAPLIN - THE ESSANAY: THE 
ULTIMATE RESTORATION 16x26’ 

In one year, Chaplin was to star in and 

direct 16 hilarious films, including his 

iconic The Tramp - each release breaking 

a new record in sales.

DRESSED UP FOR... 12x52’ 

Meet Mademoiselle Agnès, French 

fashion reporter. She is in the heart of the 

action, running on 5-inches heels. This 

series presents hilarious, irreverent and 

insightful reports about the fashion world 

and its people. 

BUSTER KEATON, ALL COMPLETE 
SHORTS REMASTERIZED IN HD 32x22’ 

These 32 shorts give a huge insight 

into the artistic journey of the man 

considered by many to be celluloid’s 

finest comic performer.

YOU’LL DIE LESS STUPID 30x3’ 

This animated mini-series is based 

on Marion Montaigne’s popular and 

irreverent science blog. Professor 

Moustache and his assistant Nathanaël 

demystify science on screen and day-to-

day. 

PIGEONS AND DRAGONS 30x3’ 

3 Knights - total losers - explore the 

confines of the known world, because 

their King has given them a mission: 

“Take a hike and try to find me”.

ART SECRETS 4x5’ 

Discover the hidden artistic treasures 

behind the construction of iconic 

monuments : Castle of Fontainebleau, 

Chauvet Cave, Wagner’s Opera in 

Bayreuth, Palatine Chapel and the Royal 

Palace of Palermo. 

EUROPE FROM ABOVE 500x5’ 

Europe from above is a free video game 

with no prizes to be won – except the 

pleasure of flying over the continent’s 

most beautiful or secret locations, thanks 

to more than 500 aerial video excerpts 

from ARTE documentaries.

THE MONT BLANC 4’27 

Discover Europe’s highest mountain 

360°.

PARIS COUTURE 52’ 

Shortly after the WWII, Parisian haute 

couture experienced an extraordinary 

revival with Dior’s New Look, Givenchy’s 

elegance or Chanel’s style. It was a 

golden age, but also the last blaze of 

glory of a dying world. 

MADE IN ITALY 52’ 

Made in Italy is a moving, serious 

evocation of pop over the past six 

decades. During this time, Italian fashion, 

like Italy itself, has constantly been 

reinventing itself.

THE BALMAIN STYLE 52’ 

Paris has a new hero. But, is Olivier 

Rousteing disconnected from reality? 

How does he build team spirit? How 

does he dream up and subsequently 

perfect his talents as a tailor?

FASHION SCANDALS 52’ 

Fashion loves a scandal. In fact, it only 

progresses thanks to scandals - from the 

juicy to the thorny, to the spicy to the 

laughable.

GEORGES MELIES: WIZARD OF 
CINEMA (1896-1913) 25x26’ 

Méliès’ films enchant people of all ages. 

As well as being a pioneer, he remains 

the uncontested master of fantasy and 

dream worlds, and was the first and most 

incredible wizard of cinema.


